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     It is hard to believe, but there is only 6 more weeks and summer break will be upon us. 
The Centralia History Department is currently in the midst of many projects. I will say I 
have many talented students who are very creative when they set their minds to it.  We 
are only a few weeks away from assessments, however, I feel very confident that the 
students will be successful. Here are a few of the projects which our classes have been 
working. 
     American Government class is in the middle of debates. The debates have been very 
interesting to say the least. The students are debating the issues of gun control, 
immigration, drinking age, cell phones in the classroom, textbooks- vs- tablets, minimum 
wage, and other issues. Some of these students would be great lawyers! 
     American History class is working on their WWII projects. Their projects include ABC 
Scrapbooks. Other students are working on skits, fake facebooks concerning historical 
figures. Still further other students are building their own board games concerning 
historical information and trivia. The students have been doing an excellent job and I’m 
very proud of them. 
     The World history students are working on Nationalism in Europe during the 
1800-1900’s.  Using detective games, the students found out about the governments of 
Europe and how one event lead to other events. Next week we are going to visit 
imperialism in the world which will set the stage for WWI.  

       
World History students Spencer Ralph 
And Corbin Becker working on their European map. 



 

 
          American History girls made food that which was made during the Great 
Depression.  They did a great job of making the food. 
  
 

 
 
World History students Avery Mars and Sarah 
Koch devised a detective game. They did an 
awesome job. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


